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Abstract-Having a mobile with a sustainable and safe mobile network is essential in this day and age. Modern-day
companies and organisations use this data and perform predictions to provide a better experience to the user. We
utilize the data from these mobile networks (Big data) that is, call detail records to find anomalous behaviour. We
then compare these anomalies with ground truths to verify correctness. We also create an opportunity to build a
prediction model to transform our anomalous data into anomaly-free data. This makes sure there are better datasets
to perform better predictions are leading to a better user experience.

I. INTRODUCTION
With communication network evolving to 5G the data produced through the mobile network will be Big Data
because of its Volume, Velocity and Variety.
Big Data analytical techniques are required to analyse and manipulate this Big Data generated from
mobile networks. For small data, it was easier for us to identify and eradicate anomalies but with Big Data we
require special techniques and methods. The need for the eradication of anomalies is high as it has become
essential for organisations to provide top quality service and experience to users.
We identify all the anomalies in a mobile network from the call detail records using Hierarchical
clustering and K-Means clustering.

II. PROPOSED WORK:
Here we propose the use of Hadoop and Map-Reduce with clustering approach. Around 10 million Call Detailed
Records (CDRs) are used in this project, so processing of these huge amount of data takes longer time and not
only the speed of processing is low but also the utilisation of the resources is not optimal. So we are using
Hadoop, you can learn about Hadoop in article [4]. CDR(s) which we are using to find the user anomalies have
noise, missing data etc, in order to remove these we applied Preprocessing[5]. After applying preprocessing the
data which contains the missing data is replaced by the result of average applied on that entire column, this is
the optimal way to fill the missing data values. In traditional technique a single processor was executing the
entire task but in big data any and all tasks will be split and processed parallelly by these we achieved the proper
utilisation of the resources. Here we used Map-reduce with k-means, map-reduce splits the huge CDR(s) into
multiple chunks and distribute the chunks between map and reduce. Map will distribute these chunks to reducer
and reduce will apply the logic of data that is to find the distance between each CDR and then generate the
output and this output will be sent back to map, Map will aggregate all outputs and merge as a single total
output. This output is stored in the distance.txt (text file). These data in the text file is used to apply k-means by
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randomly choosing 10 centroids, will convert these CDR(s) to clusters. By seeing the clusters with CDR(s) w
we
can conclude that the cluster with least number of call records is considered as the anomaly as many number of
records are not anomalous and they will be grouped together within a cluster with large number of records. We
also used Hierarchical clustering on the distance text file by applying agglomerative approach (bottom-up
(bottom
approach) with single-linkage
linkage strategy we obtained the clusters and compared both the clustering algorithm to
get the better understanding of the clusters.

Figure 1. User anomaly detection using Big data Architecture Diagram
This is the architecture of our project. We took the raw dataset (CDRs) applied preprocessing to clean the
dataset, then applied Map-Reduce
Reduce with Clustering algorithm and Analysis and Graphical View
View of the anomalies.
Wecreated
created a GUI using java libraries such as Swing and AWT for users to easily communicate with this project
and can upload a dataset and apply preprocess, Generate centroids, K-means
K means clustering, Hierarchical clustering,
view the anomalies,
malies, dendrogram and chart in the GUI.

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
The dataset taken for this experiment is call detail record (CDRs) of cellular network users. We apply clustering
algorithms on data after preprocessing and selecting centroids. The resultant anomalous data records are shown
in the form of table and also a chart
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Figure 2. Anomalous data shown as a table

Figure 3. Anomalous data visualized as a chart

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented anomaly detection in mobile network big data (Call Detail Record: CDR) using
machine learning (clustering) technique. We analyzed user activities at different time and location from the
spatio-temporal information contained within CDR. Using k-means and hierarchical clustering techniques. The
user activities that were unusually high caused unusual traffic demand and thus were categorized into anomalies.
Thus with the help of anomaly detection, region of interests (RoI) can be identified, for which proper action
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(e.g. proper resource allocation) can be taken in advance to meet the requirements. We also discussed the effect
of anomalous and anomaly-free data by experimenting on a prediction model. We found that training the model
with anomaly-free data resulted in less mean square error than with anomalous data.
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